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All products were selected independently by our editorial board. This review contains affiliate links and we can get a commission for purchases. Please read our frequent question-asking page to find out more and read about how we write BBC Good Food reviews. Breville Two Slices Deep Fill Sandwich Toaster Pros:
Well-built product, easy cleanCons: On the expensive side for a single purpose machine Score: 4.5/5 Read our full review of the best sandwich toasters and toasted bodies back in the eighties and nineties, the name Breville was synonymous with sandwich toaster. Every family seemed to have one, and every student
seemed to get one as leaving the house now when they started university. It's still probably the most famous brand sandwich maker out there today. The machine is slightly confusing to the name as it actually makes two sandwiches at once using four slices of bread. This means that it is ideal for a small family. It's a
really solid and substantial sense of toaster, and one that you expect to last a long time. The stainless steel finish looks good too. This comes with very detailed instructions. There are charts showing how to place bread and where to place the filling in a sandwich, and he even recommends the maximum amount of
cheese to use (60g if you are interested). The instructions have a recipe section with toast, but other foods using the same plates as cake bites and omelets. Preliminary heating was four minutes. One thing we didn't like was the light that starts with green when you turn on the machine and changes to amber as soon as it
is pre-heated to the desired temperature. While it's clear and easy to see, green is usually associated with a go, so it seems counterintuitive to us. On the positive side, there is a high hinge, so you can make a sensible, though not excessive, deep sandwich. Our average supermarket bread fits well into the plates and the
chunky handle closed with a satisfying click. We followed the instructions, including butter outside the bread in honor of the fashion time. We gave it the recommended four minutes and the toast was perfect. It even looked mouthwatering after two minutes when we sneaked in a peek. The sandwich was well browned
with good print. Cleaning is a doddle as the plates are removable and can be washed by hand or in the dishwasher. Breville has been around for a long time and you get the feeling that they know exactly how to make the perfect toasted sandwich. The machine comes with flyer advertising waffle plates that fit into a
sandwich toaster that you can buy with the code for a 10% discount. Specifications: Multifunctional: No number of sandwiches: Two removable plates: Yes Dishwasher Yes Recipe Book: Included in Instructions Height: 9.4 cm Width: 23.5 cm Depth: 27.6 cm Weight: 2.38 kg 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 12 1 Table Table 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Sandwich Toaster Pros: Well-built product, easy cleanCons: On the expensive side for a single purpose machine Score: 4.5/5 Read our full review of the best sandwich toasters and toasted bodies back in the eighties and nineties, the name Breville was synonymous with sandwich toaster. Every family seemed to have
one, and every student seemed to get one as leaving the house now when they started university. It's still probably the most famous brand sandwich maker out there today. The machine is slightly confusing to the name as it actually makes two sandwiches at once using four slices of bread. This means that it is ideal for
a small family. It's a really solid and substantial sense of toaster, and one that you expect to last a long time. The stainless steel finish looks good too. This comes with very detailed instructions. There are charts showing how to place bread and where to place the filling in a sandwich, and he even recommends the
maximum amount of cheese to use (60g if you are interested). The instructions have a recipe section with toast, but other foods using the same plates as cake bites and omelets. Preliminary heating was four minutes. One thing we didn't like was the light that starts with green when you turn on the machine and changes
to amber as soon as it is pre-heated to the desired temperature. While it's clear and easy to see, green is usually associated with a go, so it seems counterintuitive to us. On the positive side, there is a high hinge, so you can make a sensible, though not excessive, deep sandwich. Our average supermarket bread fits well



into the plates and the chunky handle closed with a satisfying click. We followed the instructions, including butter outside the bread in honor of the fashion time. We gave it the recommended four minutes and the toast was perfect. It even looked mouthwatering after two minutes when we sneaked in a peek. The
sandwich was well browned with good print. Cleaning is a doddle as the plates are removable and can be washed by hand or in the dishwasher. Breville has been around for a long time and you get the feeling that they know exactly how to make the perfect toasted sandwich. The machine comes with flyer advertising
waffle plates that fit into a sandwich toaster that you can buy with the code for a 10% discount. Specifications: Multifunctional: No number of sandwiches: Two removable Yes Dishwasher Proof: Yes Recipe Book: Included in Instructions Height: 9.4cm Width: 23.5cm Depth: 27.6cm Weight: 2.38kg 2.38kg 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 1 Table Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 This website or its third-party cookie tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are needed to achieve goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie
policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. This website or its third-party tools use the cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more
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16 Breville - 800GRXL Breville Toaster User Guide Breville Toaster Guide Breville BOV800XL Smart Oven Toaster Guide Breville Toaster User Manual Breville Breville BSG1974XL Toastie Sandwich Maker Guide to Breville Toaster Guide Breville Breville 4 Fragment Toaster Guide Breville Breville 4 Slice Toaster
Guide Breville 4 Sliced Toaster Guide Breville 4 Sliced Toaster Guide to Breville Toaster Guide Breville Toaster Guide Breville Toaster Guide Breville Toaster Guide to Breville Toaster Guide to Breville Toaster User Guide Breville Toaster Guide Breville BOV800xL Smart Oven Toaster Guide To Breville Toaster Guide
Breville Ikon Toaster Instructions CT70X L Breville Toaster User Guide Breville Ikon Toaster Opearting Instructions CT75XL Breville Toaster User Guide Breville 2-Slice Electronic Motorized Toast Instructions for use Breville INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND RECIPES Futura Snack Maker SG2000 , SG4000 Breville
Sandwich Press - Maxi Sandwich Press INSTRUCTIONS SG620, SG820 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE - SG630XL Breville Sandwich Press - Maxi Sandwich Press INSTRUCTIONS SG620, SG820 1-Touch 'A Bit More', 'Lift and Look', Bagel and Frozen functions received Out of your feedback, make for impeccable toast.
Why settle for an average toast? Breville toasters allow you to toast your favorite artisanal bread of any shape and size. Choose between manual or motorized toasters and achieve perfect results each time with innovative single-touch features such as Bit Bit And lift and look. We understand that different breads need
different toast times for your perfect shade. Our intuitive presets allow you to fry your favorite types of bread with variable browning control for more accurate toasting.  Our innovations are based on your feedback to make toasts flawless. Use the Lift button and look to check your toast without interrupting the toast cycle
or adding a little more for extra browning time without overdoing it. Knowing that mint and dense pastries require more room for toast, we designed our toasters with extra wide or long slots for any kind of bread, with 2 or 4 slice options. Discover a Breville toaster that understands your bread and your toast needs. Why
settle for an average toast? Breville toasters allow you to toast your favorite artisanal bread of any shape and size. Choose between manual or motorized toasters and each time achieve perfect results with innovative single-touch features such as A Bit More and Lift s Look. We understand that different breads need
different toast times for your perfect shade. Our intuitive presets allow you to fry your favorite types of bread with variable browning control for more accurate toasting.  Our innovations are based on your feedback to make toasts flawless. Use the Lift button and look to check your toast without interrupting the toast cycle
or adding a little more for extra browning time without overdoing it. Knowing that mint and dense pastries require more room for toast, we designed our toasters with extra wide or long slots for any kind of bread, with 2 or 4 slice options. Discover a Breville toaster that understands your bread and your toast needs. Needs.
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